OPERABLE GLASS LOUVRES

Features:
• 12mm toughened or 13.52mm toughened laminated
(high performance) glass louvre blades.
• Frameless glass louvre blade sizes up to 1500mm
wide and 500mm high (subject to wind loads).
• 180 x 60mm RHS aluminium split mullions, capable
of spanning up to 4000mm.
• Specially designed cast stainless steel louvre arms,
which can be electropolished for greater protection
in coastal environments.
• Variable louvre opening angles up to 90˚.  
• Any option of fixed and operable louvres.
• Integrated balustrade system to meet requirements
of AS1288. Crowd loaded design available.
• Remote or automatic operation available.
• Ability to integrate with building management
and fire indicator systems.
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Fineline-XTS Series, Lucient Apartments, 430 St Kilda Road, Melbourne

PRODUCT RANGE
FINELiNE
A louvre screen system suitable
for apartment wintergardens.
Featuring streamlined
aluminium RHS mullions, with
the glass louvres opening up
within, and an integrated glass
balustrade system. The glass
louvre blades are completely
frameless with bevelled edges to
minimise water penetration.

FINELiNE-XT
A closed louvre system with
weathers for greater weather
protection, makingthe system
suitable for an extensive range
of applications. The glass louvres
close onto bulb seals on the face
of the mullions, with rubbers
seals along the glass edges.

FINELiNE-XTS
A louvre screen system suitable
for apartment wintergardens.
Featuring streamlined
aluminium RHS mullions, with
the glass louvres opening up
within, and an integrated glass
balustrade system. The glass
louvre blades are completely
frameless with bevelled edges to
minimise water penetration.

CENTALiNE
A more cost effective louvre
system offering manual
operation. Featuring centrepivotted louvre blades
supported with polycarbonate
endcaps, this system can be
applied to a variety of designs
and applications.

OPERABLE GLASS LOUVRES
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FINELiNE

The Fineline Series operable glass
louvre system maximises the
amount of all year round liveable
space, with the added bonus of
providing a striking facade presence.
With Fineline louvres the Individual users are
able to choose between opening up a space
to the natural environment during pleasant
weather, or closing it off when protection from
inclement weather is required.
The operable glass louvres are supported
by vertical aluminium mullions that have the
operation mechanisms contained within, for
safety and protection from the weather.
Hiding the mechanisms within the mullions
also gives the system a neat, clean and
attractive appearance.
Royal Apartments, Shortland Esplanade, Newcastle
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FINELiNE-XT
The Fineline-XT operable glass louvre system is a
revolution in frameless glass louvre technology,
providing an elegant frameless design that doesn’t
compromise the practical requirements of a weather
resistant louvre system.
Specially designed with additional weather sealing features to
provide a system better suited for protection from inclement
weather, the Fineline-XT Series offers the best possible balance of
form and function.
On the front of the mullion are vertical weather seals which the
frameless glass louvre blades close onto. Horizontal weather
protection between each louvre blade is achieved by fitting a bulb
seal to the bottom edge of each louvre blade.
Although it is not 100% water tight, the Fineline-XT system is as close
to weatherproof as can be achieved with frameless glass louvres
and by achieving this weather seal in a frameless louvre design, the
AGP Fineline-XT system is also suitable for a variety of commercial
applications.

BP Service Station, Seven Hills Road, Seven Hills

Qantas Head Office, 10 Bourke Road, Mascot

SA Water Head Office, 250 Victoria Square, Adelaide
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MoVidi Aqui, 500 Bourke Street, Melbourne
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FINELiNE-XTS

A bottom louvre opening in the opposite
direction makes the Fineline-XTS system
ideal for apartment wintergardens.
A variation to the Fineline-XT, the Fineline-XTS operable
glass louvres feature a special mechanism within the
mullions that allows the top operable louvres to open
upwards while the bottom operable louvres open
downwards (as opposed to all louvres opening and
closing in the same direction).
This provides a greater clear opening space in the vision
area whilst still providing weather protection.
Lucient Apartments, 430 St Kilda Road, Melbourne
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505 St Kilda Road Apartments, Melbourne

CENTALiNE
A louvre system suitable for a wide range of
applications and suitable as a standalone system
or integrated into a building’s curtain wall facade to
provide a seamless, elegent and practical natural
ventilation system.
Centaline uses polycarbonate louvre arms with an external linkage
mechanism. This allows the system to be manually operated and can
be installed off any type of mullion framing system. Large glass louvre
spans up to 1500mm can be achieved using 12mm toughened or
toughened laminated glass.

Era Apartments, 7 Railway Street, Chatswood
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ABN 40 130 197 714
Unit 2, 1a Coulon Street, Erskineville
PO Box 305, Erskineville NSW 2043
Telephone 0404 211 750
Email james@jamesco.com.au
Website jamesco.com.au
Video youtube.com/c/JamesCoAustralia

Fineline Series, Ephraim Island Apartments, Gold Coast

